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ABSTRACT

This work is devoted to the new hybrid finite volume – finite element method for solving a
coupled Darcy systems of equations in a network of fractures embedded in a porous matrix.
The method is based on a monotone nonlinear finite volume scheme [1] for equations posed in
the bulk and an unfitted finite element method for equations posed on the surface. The approach
for unfitted FEM is build on the Hughes–Masud [2] stabilized formulation of the Darcy problem
and the trace finite element method.

Fracture network in a porous medium are considered as sharp interfaces between the surrounding
bulk subdomains. The application of the trace finite element allows to treat both planar and
curvilinear fractures. The system of fractures can cut through the background mesh in an
arbitrary way. Moreover, the fractures are not triangulated in the common sense and the
junctions of fractures are not fitted by the mesh. To couple the flow variables at multiple fracture
junctions, we extend the Hughes–Masud formulation by including a Nitsche type terms.

The background mesh is an octree grid with cubic cells and we get a polyhedral octree mesh
with cut-cells after grid-surface intersection. The unfitted method has the optimal convergence
order. The numerical properties of the hybrid approach are illustrated in a series of numerical
experiments.
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